Two-particle Green's functions and the vertex functions play a critical role in theoretical frameworks for describing strongly correlated electron systems. However, numerical calculations at twoparticle level often suffer from large computation time and massive memory consumption. We derive a general expansion formula for the two-particle Green's functions in terms of an overcomplete representation based on the recently proposed "intermediate representation" basis. The expansion formula is obtained by decomposing the spectral representation of the two-particle Green's function. We demonstrate that the expansion coefficients decay exponentially, while all high-frequency and long-tail structures in the Matsubara-frequency domain are retained. This representation therefore enables efficient treatment of two-particle quantities and opens a route to the application of modern many-body theories to realistic strongly correlated electron systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Theoretical treatment of strong electronic correlations is one of the most challenging and fascinating topics in condensed matter physics. Intensive progress has been achieved in the recent decade on vertex function based diagrammatic expansions around the dynamical meanfield theory (DMFT) 1 (for a review, see Ref.
2). Examples include the dynamical vertex approximation [3] [4] [5] , the dual-fermion approach [6] [7] [8] [9] , and several related methods [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . All of these methods, while based on different technical formulations, aim to incorporate spatial fluctuations on top of locally correlated states constructed by the DMFT.
In correlated perturbation theories, two-particle Green's functions and vertex functions play principal roles. Physically, they represent renormalized interactions between emerging local degrees of freedom. Solving the Bethe-Salpeter equations yields the momentumdependent susceptibility in DMFT 1, [17] [18] [19] and improvement of the DMFT self-energy in the theories above. Further elaborate treatments using the so-called parquet equations take into account cross-channel fluctuations between magnetism and superconductivity. 4, 20, 21 However, numerical calculations involving vertex functions are expensive. Technical difficulties arise from complicated dependencies on three frequencies and the presence of slowly decaying high-frequency tails. These can contain multiple energy scales in correlated electron systems. A recipe for describing the frequency dependence is that the vertex is computed in a low-frequency cube with a fixed frequency cutoff. This works well at high temperature. However, as temperature is lowered, one needs a gradually larger cube, so that the low-temperature parameter regions of interest become inaccessible. The influence of the high frequency truncation can be alleviated by considering high-frequency asymptotics of the vertex part, as examined in Refs. 21-25. Basis transformations offer an alternative strategy. As shown in the context of single-particle Green's functions 26 , orthogonal polynomial representations yield an efficient way to store single-particle Green's function. A further compact representation was recently found as an intermediate representation (IR) between Matsubarafrequency and real-frequency domains 27 . Although the IR basis achieves a remarkable performance in expressing the single-particle Green's functions, its naive usage for two-particle object is problematic, as there exists nontrivial high-frequency structure in many different combinations of three frequencies. These cannot be represented by a product of orthogonal basis sets. How to best describe the complex structure of Green's functions beyond the single-particle level is therefore an important open question.
In this paper, we present expansion formulas for twoparticle Green's functions, generalizing the concept of IR to multiple-time correlation functions. The key idea is to introduce overcomplete basis sets, which are naturally derived from the spectral representations of the two-particle Green's functions. These expansions then capture the full high-frequency structure, so that the resulting expansion coefficients decay exponentially fast. This representation enables the practical calculation of recent many-body theories at the two-particle level in practice.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. To establish notations, we first review, in the next section, the IR basis for the single-particle Green's function. The expansion formulas for two-particle Green's functions are derived in Sec. III. Section IV demonstrates the accuracy of the present method for a simple model. In Section V, we show numerical results for a more complicated model arXiv:1803.01916v2 [cond-mat.str-el] 10 May 2018 using data obtained by quantum Monte Carlo simulations. Section VI presents a summary and conclusions.
II. SINGLE-PARTICLE GREEN'S FUNCTION
In this section, we review the derivation of the IR basis and see how a compact representation of the singleparticle Green's functions is obtained. 27 The IR basis introduced here will be used to construct a compact representation for the two-particle Green's functions in the next section.
A. Spectral representation
Let us start our discussion by considering the spectral (Lehmann) representation of the single-particle Green's function G α (τ ) in the imaginary-time domain
where we take = 1 and 0 ≤ τ ≤ β. We assume that the spectrum ρ α (ω) is bounded in the interval [−ω max , ω max ]. The superscript α specifies statistics: α = F for fermion and α = B for boson. The spectral function ρ α (ω) is given by
Correspondingly, the kernel K α (τ, ω) is defined by
The extra ω's were introduced above to avoid the singularity of K B (τ, ω) at ω = 0. 28 The kernel has the same (anti-) periodicity as in G(τ ), and exhibits a discontinuity at τ = nβ (n = 0, ±1, ±2, · · · ).
B. Definition of the IR basis
We derive two complete orthonormal basis sets, {U α l (τ )} and {V α l (ω)}, through the decomposition
for τ ∈ [0, β] and ω ∈ [−ω max , ω max ]. These basis sets are orthogonalized as
This decomposition corresponds to the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the kernel matrix K defined on a discrete τ -ω space:
T . Column vectors of U and V in the continuous limit yield U l (τ ) and V l (ω), respectively. We refer to these orthonormal functions as the IR basis. We note that the IR basis and the singular values s l depend on β and ω max through a dimensionless parameter Λ = βω max . A striking feature of this decomposition is the exponential decay of s 27 For Λ > 0, they each constitute a nonpolynomial orthogonal system. We note that the IR basis is not well defined as Λ = ∞. We refer readers to Ref. 29 for more details on the properties of the IR basis.
C. Expansion of Green's function into the IR basis
We expand G α (τ ) using the complete basis {U α (τ )} as follows:
Substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (1) and comparing with the above equation, we obtain
where ρ α l is given by
Equation (6) shows that the expansion coefficients G 27 Furthermore, the number of basis functions for the convergence of expansion increases only logarithmically with β (see Fig. 1 ).
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We note that the actual speed of convergence depends on the choice of ω max . In typical calculations, we set ω max to a value much larger than the spectral width of the system. This choice of cutoff value only slightly influences convergence (only logarithmically).
The Fourier transform of Eq. (5) yields the Matsubara Green's function as
III. COMPACT REPRESENTATION OF TWO-PARTICLE GREEN'S FUNCTIONS
In this section, we discuss how to construct a compact representation of two-particle Green's functions. The main difficulty in handling two-particle objects is the non-trivial high-frequency structure in many different combinations of frequencies 21, 22, 25 . In the imaginarytime domain, this high-frequency structure is related to imaginary time discontinuities whose origin lies in the (anti-)periodic nature of the Green's functions. Taking those discontinuities into account properly is key to obtain exponentially decaying expansion coefficients.
In order to illustrate this challenge, we first consider a three-point Green's function in Sec. III A. The difficulty in constructing compact representations already exists there and the essence of our idea is easier to follow. Fourpoint Green's functions will be addressed in Sec. III B.
A. The three-point Green's functions
We consider a three-point Green's function defined by
where A and B are fermionic operators in the Heisenberg picture and C is a bosonic operator. Figure 2 (a) illustrates the location of discontinuities in the τ 1 -τ 2 plane. It turns out that there are two discontinuities in one period. Our expansion formula for G 3pt is based on its spectral representation as in the case of the single-particle Green's function. Leaving the detailed derivation in Appendix B, we start our discussion from the final expression for the spectral represention: where τ ij ≡ τ i − τ j denotes the relative time. This expression consists of four terms with distinct spectral functions. The first three correspond to three possible ways of defining pairs of relative times: (τ 13 , τ 23 12 . This contribution is expressed with the "disconnected" graph in Fig. 2(e) . The four terms together express all the discontinuities of G 3pt (τ 1 , τ 2 , τ 3 ).
Equation (11) indicates that G 3pt (τ 1 , τ 2 , τ 3 ) can be expanded using a single-particle basis with four types of decoupling being combined. We thus arrive at the following expansion formula for G 3pt :
We note that the first three terms each form a complete orthogonal basis with the different unit of (anti-) periodicities. For a simpler description, the last term may be absorbed into the second and third terms by extending the bosonic basis as
where
is an extended bosonic basis with two additional basis functions {
and U B l (τ ) are defined correspondingly. 30 . We will see that U B 1 (τ ) play an important role in expanding G 4pt . For a consistent description of G 3pt and G 4pt , we keep U B 1 (τ ) in Eq. (13) . Note that U B is a non-orthogonal basis set.
In the Matsubara domain, G 3pt can be represented as
The definition of the Fourier transform is given in Eq. (B1). As in Eq. (6), we can relate
where α and α are either F or B depending on n, and
Therefore, G (n)
l1l2 decays exponentially as in the case of the single-particle Green's function.
We propose to use Eqs. (13) and (15) as a compact representation for arbitrary G 3pt . We note that this is an overcomplete and non-orthogonal representation. The overcomplete nature can be understood by considering the fact that each of the three terms in Eq. (13) is an expansion in terms of a complete basis. The coefficients G (n) l1l2 , therefore, are not uniquely determined. In other words, there is no inversion formula of Eqs. (13) and (15) . We will present one possible way to determine G (n) l1l2 in Section IV.
B. The four-point Green's function
We now derive a compact representation of the fourpoint Green's function defined by
where A, B, C, D are all fermionic operators. The derivation of the expansion formula for G 4pt proceeds along the lines of the last section. Equal-time planes, where G 4pt (τ 1 , τ 2 , τ 3 , τ 4 ) has discontinuities, are illustrated in Fig. 3 .
There are 16 distinct ways of defining three relative times, which are summarized in Table I . Figure 4 illustrates how those combinations are generated.
The spectral representation of G 4pt (τ 1 , τ 2 , τ 3 , τ 4 ) was derived in Ref. 32 with explicit consideration of singular
(Color online) Equal-time planes of G 4pt (τ1, τ2, τ3, τ4) running diagonally through the cubic space: τ1 = τ2 (blue), τ2 = τ3 (yellow), τ1 = τ3 (red). We take τ4 = 0. These planes meet in the body diagonal τ1 = τ2 = τ3. Three additional planes τ1, τ2, τ3 = 0, β constitute the bounding box (dashed). Adapted from Ref. 31 . contributions. Analyzing this spectral representation, we obtain an expansion formula consisting of 16 representa-
FIG. 4. (Color online) Diagrams for the 16 representations
for the four-point Green's function in Table I . The bold arrows denote imaginary times with the bosonic statistics. The incoming flux at each vertex τi equals to iωi as demonstrated for # 1 and # 5. This conservation law can be used for generating entries in Table. I.
tions:
where (α, α , α ) and (τ , τ , τ ) depend on r according to Table I . Here, we introduced U B l (τ ) (l = 0, 1) to describe the singular contribution systematically. See Appendix C for the derivation and detailed discussion.
The corresponding Matsubara representation reads
where (iω, iω , iω ) as well as (α, α , α ) depend on r as listed in Table I . As detailed in Appendix. C, one can show that the expansion coefficients decay as
when ω max is chosen to be sufficiently large.
C. Systems with multiple degrees of freedoms
The current expression formula can therefore be extended to systems with multiple degrees of freedom such as a multi-orbital systems. As an illustration, let us consider the four-point Green's function for a multi-orbital system:
where a, b, c, d are the combined indices of spin and orbital. The expression formula for this Green's function reads
. (23) One can see that the decomposition into 16 parts applies to each orbital pair (a, b, c, d) .
IV. ACCURACY OF THE COMPACT REPRESENTATION OF TWO-PARTICLE GREEN'S FUNCTIONS
The expansion formulas presented in the previous section are based on an overcomplete basis set. Hence, the expansion coefficients are not uniquely determined for given imaginary-time data. In this section, we present one possible way to determine these coefficients, and demonstrate accuracy and compactness of our representation.
As a simple example, we consider a single-orbital single-site Hubbard model whose Hamiltonian is defined as
We solve this model for U = 2, µ = U/2 and β = 20 using exact diagonalization.
A. Three-point Green's function
We first consider the three-point Green's function defined by
The analytic expression of Fig. 5 . There are discontinuities at τ 1 = τ 2 , τ 1 = nβ and τ 2 = nβ (n = 0, ±1, ±2, · · · ).
We expand G 3pt (τ 1 , τ 2 , 0) in the form of Eq. (13) using an IR basis {U l1l2 to be determined. We now discuss how to obtain the basis expansion coefficients for a given imaginary-time object. We found it more convenient to fit imaginary-time data on a uniform grid rather than to perform a basis transformation. This is because the latter one would require the computation of products of the basis vectors between the imaginarytime object and involve numerical integration in two dimensions.
With the conditions above, Eq. (13) may be rewritten symbolically as
where (26) is the least square fitting. However, this fitting procedure suffers from a numerical instability due to redundant degrees of freedom in the overcomplete representation.
To avoid this instability, we use the so-called Ridge regression whose cost function is given by
Here, the first term denotes the ordinary Euclidean norm of the residual vector. We defined S 
The second term makes a difference to the least square method: A solution having a small norm (weighted by S (r) l1l2 ) is selected out of many degenerate solutions for the least-squares fit due to the overcompleteness. 33 Thus, we take λ = 10 −10 , which is a small value larger than machine precision. Appendix E contains an explicit expression for the solution of the Ridge regression. Figure 6 (a) shows the results for the expansion coefficients G (r) l1l2 obtained in the way explained above. As expected, the coefficients decay exponentially. Figure 6(b) shows a comparison between the exact data of G 3pt (τ 1 , τ 2 , 0) and data evaluated from G (r) l1l2 using Eq. (13) . The exact data is correctly reproduced and the solution includes an accurate description of all discontinuities, demonstrating that this compact representation is accurate to within the tolerance given by the singularvalue cutoff.
B. Four-point Green's function
We now test our scheme for the four-point Green's function defined by Since G 4pt now includes the same operators (A = C, B = D), we can reduce the number of expansion coefficients using the crossing symmetries, e.g., (30) where the crossing-symmetry operatorĈ acts on a function f (τ 1 , τ 2 , τ 3 , τ 4 ) aŝ
Using the same IR basis as in Sec. IV A, we have 6N
IR
expansion parameters to be fitted. Imaginary-time data of G 4pt (τ 1 , τ 2 , τ 3 , τ 4 ) were prepared on non-uniform grids of N smp = 3 × 16 3 points which represents the complicated τ 's dependence efficiently. We refer the interested reader to Appendix F for more details. As in the case of the three-point Green's function, we computed the expansion parameters by means of the Ridge regression with λ = 10 −8 . Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show the result of the fitting of G 4pt (τ 1 , τ 2 , τ 3 , τ 4 ) and its absolute errors, respectively. The errors are of the order of 10 −6 , being consistent with the cutoff in the singular values. 
V. ANALYSIS OF QUANTUM MONTE CARLO DATA FOR THE HUBBARD MODEL
In this section, we demonstrate how to interpolate QMC data in Matsubara frequencies. To this end, we solved the Hubbard model with semicircular noninteracting density of states of bandwidth 2 at half filling for U = 2 and β = 20. The Hubbard model was solved with the dynamical mean-field approximation. We solved quantum impurity problems by means of continuous-time hybridization expansion QMC method. 34 For the converged solution, we measured the three-point Green's function for the particle-hole channel:
Here, ν n , ω n are fermionic and bosonic Matsubara frequencies, respectively. We measured G ph ↑↑ (iν n , iω n ) in the rectangular Matsubara-frequency domain of −100 ≤ (15) . In the 3D plots, the QMC data and the fit are denoted by the blue and red lines, respectively. They are almost on the top of each other. In the 2D plots, the QMC data and the fit are denoted by the blue crosses and the red lines, respectively. In the all panels, we show the data only for −40 ≤ n ≤ 40 and −40 ≤ n ≤ 40. n ≤ 99 and −100 ≤ n ≤ 100 using worm improved estimators 35 . Recasting Eq. (32) into the form of Eq. (15), we obtain the expansion formula
We fit the QMC data by this formula using the cost function in the form of Eq. (27) . In this case, G 3pt is a vector of length 2N smp consisting of the real and imaginary parts of the QMC data in the Matsubara frequency domain. The matrix A is a matrix of size (2N smp × 3N 2 IR ) that stores the real and imaginary parts of the coefficients in Eq. (35) . We use the same basis function as for the analysis in the previous section (βω max = 40 and N IR = 16).
We set the regularization parameter to λ = 10 −836 . The result is shown in Fig. 9 . One can see that the QMC data fit well within statistical errors by the present expression. In particular, long-tail structures at the diagonal line n = n in Fig. 9 (a) are correctly described. At the same time, the δ-function-like feature at low frequency is reproduced. Figure 10 shows the parameters obtained from fitting the QMC data. It is clearly seen that the parameters decay exponentially at large l 1 and l 2 despite the presence of statistical errors. As a consequence, the QMC data are interpolated smoothly without overfitting to statistical errors. These results indicate that the projection of QMC data to the present compact representation acts as a physically designed noise filter.
VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In summary, we derived an overcomplete nonorthogonal representation for two-particle Green's functions. The basis functions for four (three) point response functions consist of 16 (4) combinations of products of 3 (2) single-particle IR basis functions. The IR of the two-particle Green's functions successfully describes all discontinuities of two-particle Green's functions in imaginary time. These discontinuities are responsible for the high-frequency asymptotic behavior. The delta-functionlike low-frequency structures, which may arise from disconnected diagrams, are also described correctly in the same representation. We showed rigorously that our expansion coefficients decay exponentially. Our formalism allows the accurate and compact description of complex structures of the two-particle Green's functions.
Furthermore, an upper bound for the number of basis functions is known beforehand and can be derived from temperature and the energy scale of excitations. Note that the number of basis functions for the singleparticle Green's function grows only logarithmically with inverse temperature β. 29 This implies that the memory size required for storing the four-point Green's function increases more slowly than any power of β, which is a big advantage over the existing technologies. For instance, one may be able to construct an overcomplete reprensentation of the two-particle Green's function in terms of Legendre polynomials (e.g., by expanding each term in Eq. (11)). This will also yield exponentially decaying expansion coefficients. However, the result in Ref. 29 indicates that the memory size required for storing the two-particle Green's function increases more rapidly as powers of β for the Legendre representation.
In Sec. IV, we demonstrated the accuracy of the present representations for the Hubbard atom. In Sec. V, we further tested the formulas using dynamical meanfield calculations of the single-site Hubbard model. We also showed that the QMC data of the three-point Green's functions can be fitted with our expansion formula. These results indicate that the expansion formulas can be used for interpolating QMC data.
The present compact representation will open up new and interesting research applications. For example, efficient QMC measurement based on the compact representation will be useful especially for the four-point Green's function. It will also enable implementation of the diagrammatic Monte Carlo methods, which can now be based on the multi-particle building blocks, and make the solution of the parquet equations more efficient. The transformation of G α (τ ) to the Matsubara frequency domain is defined as
where ω n = (2n + 1)π/β in the fermionic case and ω n = 2nπ/β in the bosonic case, respectively. F is the fourier transformation operator. Equation (1) can be reformulated as
Appendix B: Decomposition of three-point Green's function
In this Appendix, we derive the spectral representation of the three-point Green's function, Eq. (11). We start our discussion with the Fourier transform of G 3pt (τ 1 , τ 2 , τ 3 ) in Eq. (10) . It reads
where ω 1 and ω 2 are fermionic Matsubara frequencies. Here we have used the time-translation invariance G 3pt (τ 1 , τ 2 , τ 3 ) = G 3pt (τ 13 , τ 23 , 0) with τ ij ≡ τ i − τ j . We introduce the sum over eigenstates with a special care on the contributions of zero bosonic excitation energies E ik = 0 to zero bosonic frequency iω 1 + iω 2 = 0. One obtains
Here, we have defined E αβ ≡ E α − E β , where α and β denote eigenstates. We have also defined A αβ ≡ α|A|β , B αβ ≡ α|B|β , C αβ ≡ α|C|β . We now split G 3pt into a singular part G 3pt singular and a normal part G 3pt normal as
The normal part G 3pt normal can readily be recast into
The Matsubara frequency representation of the kernel K α (iω n , ω) is defined in Appendix A. We have introduced three distinct spectral functions
The inverse Fourier transform of Eq. (B6) reads
Here, we have used the following relation between different notations of imaginary time:
Replacing τ 1 with τ 13 and τ 2 with τ 23 in Eq. (B10), we obtain the first three terms in Eq. (11) .
The remaining task is to analyze the singular term:
Using Eq. (B11), one obtains the inverse Fourier transform of Eq. (B12) as
The last term in Eq. (11) is thus derived. 
To deal with the four operators on equal footing, we keep four frequencies in the equations explicitly. As in Ref. 32 , we have defined O 1 = A, O 2 = B, O 3 = C, and O 4 = D. We take summation over all permutations Π of the indices 123. The integrals in Eq. (C2) can be evaluated explicitly by taking special care of contributions arising from zero excitation energies. We further split the result into three terms: where
Now we perform the inverse Fourier transformation using notations of frequencies in Table II . The result reads
where T (τ ) ≡ τ for 0 < τ < β with the periodicity of T (τ + β) = T (τ ), and f (E, E ) ≡ e −βE + e −βE . The factors 1/E jl and 1/E ik in Eqs. (C8) and (C9) originate from the extra ω in the numerator of K B (iω n , ω) [see Eq. (A4)]. To derive Eqs. (C7)-(C9), we used
where ν n is a bosonic Matsubara frequency and ω n is a fermionic Matsubara frequency. The term β +T (τ 21 )−T (τ 24 )− T (τ 41 ) in Eqs. (C8) evaluates to a constant within each domain where time ordering is explicit (i.e. each tetrahedron shown in Fig. 3 ). This term acts like a step function, playing an important role in describing the discontinuities of the singular contributions. Now we assign each term in Eqs. (C7)-(C9) to one of the 16 representations in Table I . The results are summarized in Fig. 11 . We used the relation K α (τ, ω) = ∓K α (−τ, −ω) (α=F, B) and defined the identity function I(τ ) = 1 with te bosonic statistics. The derivation is the same as G 3pt except for the first term in Eq. (C8) (E jl = 0), which depends on τ 41 as T (τ 41 )K F (τ 41 , E ij ). This term may appear in the spectral representation as
where G l1,l2 decay as ∝ s l1 s l2 when βω max is large enough. We numerically found that T (τ )U F l (τ ), which has fermionic statistics, is expanded as a linear combination of U 
withG l1,l2 decaying as ∝ s l1 s l2 at large l 1 and l 2 . This allows to assign this term to # 9. Considering all permutations of τ 1 , τ 2 , τ 3 , one can clarify all the terms of Eq. (C1) into 13 representations in Table. I. However, terms in the form of #2, #3, #4 do not appear. This is due to our choice of τ 4 as the origin of imaginary time made in Eq. (C1). After considering permutations including τ 4 , we obtain the symmetrized 16 representations in Table I . We give the explicit expressions of G 3pt for the Hubbard atom in Eq. (24) at half filling (µ = U/2). In the Matsubara-frequency domain, the two contributions to G 3pt (iω 1 , iω 2 ) is given by Figure 12 shows the contributions of G where λ (> 0) is a regularization parameter. The solution of this minimization problem is given by the formula
where I is an identity matrix. The inverse always exists because A T A + λI is positive definite: A positive λ stabilizes the inversion. In the present study, we used the implementation of Ridge regression in scikit-learn 39 . Equation (27) can be recast into the form of Eq. (E1) by defining x ≡ (G (r) l1l2 /S (r) l1l2 ) and changing the definition of A accordingly.
